HAPPY INTERNATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY DAY!

CELEBRATE WITH THE COTSEN INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AT UCLA

EVENT-FULL!
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/WATCH
With over 50 recordings of public events and various lecture series, you'll be able to learn about the latest archaeology and conservation from around the world!

ASK AN ARCHAEOLOGIST!
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/ASK
Teachers - have you ever wanted to know what it’s really like to be an archaeologist? Is your class studying a particular region of the world or real-life applications of scientific techniques? Then ask an archaeologist! Archaeologists at Cotsen are available to speak to K-12 students about working in the field and lab. Sessions can be tailored to the needs of your group.

EXPLORE THE LABS - VIRTUALLY!
WWW.DAL.UCLA.EDU/VIRTUAL-LAB-TOUR
Peek your head into the labs in our Virtual Lab Tour! Three 360° interactive experiences allow you to explore the Cotsen Institute from on your own device.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR LABS
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/CABS
And after you’re finished, learn about the range of labs, specializations and interests that make up the Cotsen!

LEARN THE TOOLS
WWW.DAL.UCLA.EDU
Try out the digital tools archaeologists and conservators use in their research in our online tutorials and recorded workshops.

BECOME A FRIEND!
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/GIVE
The Cotsen is the collaborative home to programs in archaeology and conservation, bringing together faculty and students from nine academic departments. Get involved today to help support our vision to advance global archaeology through interdisciplinary research, training, and global collaboration!

STAY UP-TO-DATE!
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/NEWS
Read about the latest in the lab, the awards and achievements of our affiliates, and meet new faculty and staff.

CIOA PRESS
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/CIOA
Nearly 100 titles can be read for free online! Check out our catalog to see our most recent publications and read about the work of our close collaborators at the Cotsen Institute of Archaeology Press.

PARTICIPATE IN EVENTS THROUGHOUT OCTOBER
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/EVENTS
Documenting Diversity in Thessaloniki and Its Hinterlands
The Sanctuary of Asclepius at Epidaurus
Marija Gimbutas: A Magnificent Vindication
Conservation & Revitalisation of Royal Salt Factory, Brindisi, Italy
New Evidence on a Spartan Religious Center

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE? CONTACT US AT OUTREACH@IOA.UCLA.EDU

BACKDIRT
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/BACKDIRT
Backdirt, our annual review, provides insight into news, research, and activities of the Institute. The most recent issue looks into pandemics throughout history, how our scholars innovated during a year away from labs and field, and the work of developing our own community remotely.

EXPLORE
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/EXPLORE
Check out our catalog of over 2,000 unique titles, ranging from digital tools to field and lab lessons.

ASK AN ARCHAEOLOGIST!
WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU/ASK
Teachers - have you ever wanted to know what it’s really like to be an archaeologist? Is your class studying a particular region of the world or real-life applications of scientific techniques? Then ask an archaeologist! Archaeologists at Cotsen are available to speak to K-12 students about working in the field and lab. Sessions can be tailored to the needs of your group.

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE? CONTACT US AT OUTREACH@IOA.UCLA.EDU
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